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Abstract

This thesis examines the American trade embargo of Cuba from 1961 to today. First, I examine the
political and legal dimensions of the embargo. Next, I trace the economic history of Cuba to highlight
the embargo’s scope and severity. I also discuss the shortfalls of the theoretical literature in character-
izing long-term embargoes, highlighting the devastating impact that such events have on economic
development. Last, I calculate the impact of the embargo on both Cuba and the United States using
synthetic controls and a gravity trade model. I find that Cuba’s present GDP is about half of what it
would be without the embargo using a synthetic control. I also find that the welfare gains from the
embargo are substantial when trade flows are estimated using a gravity model and a separate synthetic
control. The gains from trade are typically less than half the gains from lost productivity. The United
States lost between $2 billion and $16 billion in unrealized exports in 2006.

Keywords: Cuba, embargo, synthetic control, gravity model, international trade, national welfare,
economic history
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A revolution a stru le to the death between the future

and the past.

Fidel Castro, Speech in Havana Commemorating the

Second Anniversary of the Revolution

1
Introduction

Fidel and Raul Castro started a revolution in Cuba in 1957. Cuba had spent the early

ColdWar under the thumb of a dictator, Fulgencio Batista. DuringWWII, Batista had been

democratically elected as President, but he staged a coup during a 1952 reelection campaign.

Batista’s pro-industrialization policy gainedAmerican support and boostedCubanwages, but his grip

was tight, killing over 20,000 dissidents during his tenure. In 1957, the Cuban Revolution sparked

another bloody conflict. The Castros’ mission: Cuban freedom fromAmerican capitalism and impe-
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rialism. Unlike their failed 1953 attempt, this time the Batista regime fell quickly after a harsh war.

Ultimately, the Castro regime proved to be just as autocratic as the Batista regime it replaced. It

instituted a planned socialist economy, jailed Batista supporters, and nationalized American oil as-

sets in Cuba. An American embargo soon followed in response to the expropriation of of American

petroleum assets. Most of the world followedAmerican leadership, locking Cuba out of international

markets. Cuba was inextricably tied to its only remaining ally, the Soviet Union, by 1962. Over the

next few decades, Cuba entered a slow-motion collapse— punctuated not by relief, but by violent re-

cessions. Once one of LatinAmerica’s shining stars, Cuba is today a poor, decrepit relic of Communist

policy and international isolation. A country with high human capital, successful doctors, renowned

art and music, scenic beaches, and agricultural gifts should not be so poor — yet it is.

Collapse was soon to follow. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Cuba has begun to partially

integrate with previously inaccessible foreign trade partners. Although the United States has loos-

ened the embargo, it continues to be its strongest supporter. The United States, previously praised

for standing up to communism, now weathers criticism even by its allies for its hand in continuing

the embargo.

Knowledge of the embargo’s impact is scant. What happened to get Cuba to this stage? How is it

different from its neighbors? Where does conventional trade theory fall short at explaining the long-

term impact of the embargo? And what was — and is — the impact of the embargo on Cuba and on

the United States? This thesis addresses the embargo in its entirety, thus filling that gap.
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The President may apply the following sanctions to any

country that provid assistance to Cuba: The government

of such country shall not be eligible for assistance under the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 or assistance or sal under

the Arms Export Control Act . . .

Mack Amendment, Cuban Democracy Act §11(a)(1)(A)

2
The American-Cuban Embargo: A History

Cuba was a staunch American ally under the Batista regime. About a decade later,

it fundamentally changed. The details of the Cuban economy’s tumultuous change, as

well as the nuances of the embargo’s implementation, are critical for informing the later

empirical treatment of the embargo’s impact.
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2.1 A Brief Legal Timeline

Formally, an embargo is an enforced legal ban on domestic imports and exports by one coun-

try or group of countries towards another country of group of countries. Although often confused

with blockades, embargoes are quite different. A blockade is the use of force by a country to prevent

another country from trading with others, while an embargo is the national equivalent of a boycott.

An embargo is not necessarily illegal under international law precisely because states have no legal

obligation to trade with each other, so barring a bilateral agreement to trade there is no tort.1 The

United States and Cuba entered the post-War period as significant trading partners. As with many

Latin American countries, the United States was a dominant part of the Cuban economy, accounting

for over 60% of its international trade and owning several of its most valuable properties, including

the Hotel Nacional, farming land, beachfront properties, and sugar refining factories.2 Cuba was a

1However, an embargo of WTO members is legally dubious because any embargo necessarily means sus-
pending most favored nation status, which in fact the United States did formally do in 1962. Cuba was an
original signatory of both theMarrakesh Agreement, which established theWTO, andGATT, theWTO’s pre-
decessor. Note that GATT, although replaced, is still considered to be good law. Any embargo that is political
in nature could possibly be protected by the national security exemption in GATT section xxi [74]. However,
that the United States actually tightened sanctions after the Soviet Union collapsed with the CubanDemocracy
Act, atwhichpoint theUnited States’ compellingnational security interestwould likely be judged tohave lapsed
[79]. Furthermore, Title I of the Helms-Burton Act effectively compels any international financial institution
(which in a post- Bretton Woods world means any financial institution) to deny assistance to Cuba and could
therefore be considered undue coercion or even aggression. The United States could argue that it is attempting
to compel Cuba to the negotiating table to receive compensation for its stolen property, but this would likely be
rebuffed as pursuing the improper channels for resolving a dispute between twoWTOmembers. The fact that
theUnited States is currently in negotiations now to end the embargo, and that the remaining points for discus-
sion are largely economic rather than political in nature, would likely further weaken its case. Indeed, Title III
of theHelms–Burton actmakes restitution for seized American property a precondition of lifting the embargo,
which arguably violates GATT article i. The United States can only legally suspend most favored nation status
if Cuba refuses to abide by aWTO ruling in response to a quota or illegal tariff policy, and neither side has ever
brought a case.

2The United States also had ownership over Guantanamo Bay. It still retains this right today, and by
the agreement only mutual termination or American abandonment can end the lease agreement. Cuba never
stopped abiding by this agreement, even in the most hostile days of the Castro regime.
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surprisingly significant American trading partner in the 1950s, accounting for 3-4% of United States

trade. Cubawas theUnited State’s top foreign source of cheap sugar and one of its top-10 trading part-

ners, ahead of even. Furthermore, Cuba’s Batista government receivedAmerican support as a bulwark

against Soviet influence. In 1952, a young Fidel Castro would try to ignite a revolution, which resulted

in dismal failure. In 1957, he would make another attempt, this time succeeding by 1959 and putting

Cuba on the path of a Marxist planned economy.

Fidel Castro and his brother, Raúl,3 quickly transitioned the economy from a mixed economy to

a planned one. In 1960, it nationalized several American assets, including refineries that refused to

process Soviet crude, which resulted in America canceling its share of America’s sugar import quota

with Presidential Proclamation 3355. The authority for this order is based in the Trading With the

Enemy Act of 1917, Section 5(b) of which allows the President to apply economic sanctions in times

of war and crisis, although no President or Congress ever made a formal national crisis declaration.

Sugar was Cuba’s main export to America, resulting in a loss of over a hundredmillion dollars of trade

overnight in July. By October, President Eisenhower had enacted a complete ban under the authority

of the Export Control Act of 1949.4 By 1961, the United States had severed diplomatic relations with

Cuba.

In 1961, canceling Cuba’s portion of the sugar import quota was sufficient to bring trade to a mere

$35million. TheForeignAssistanceAct of 1961, the first formalAmerican embargodeclaration, brought

that trade down to zero. However, there were still exceptions for medical goods and other essential

humanitarian goods. In 1962, however, the United States proceeded to totally isolate Cuba econom-

ically. In May, it suspended most favored nation status under Section 401 of the Tariff Classification

3For the rest of the paper, I will refer to Raúl and Fidel by their first names for clarity.
4Today, the authority for the embargo comes from Executive Order 12924, which replaced a series of laws

intended to succeed the Export Control Act.
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Act of 1962. Presidential Proclamation 3447 imposed a total financial embargo in compliance with

Section 620(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act. It also exerted pressure on its allies to lower trade with

Cuba. The Soviet Union, however, stepped in, increasing purchases of Cuban sugar as a form of sup-

port, aswell as providing explicit aid. Initially, the SovietUnionmostly ignored theCuban revolution,

but relationswarmed after Cuba declared itself a socialist republic following the Bay of Pigs fiasco [45].

The embargowas pairedwith a total isolation policy by theAmerican government. By 1964, theUS

Department of Commerce issued an order requiring export licenses for the sale of food and medicine

toCuba. Although theUnited States had taken steps to isolateCuba internationally, itsmost powerful

efforts came with the Cuban Assets Control Regulations of the Department of the Treasury of 1963,

which established the Office of Foreign Assets Control. As a result, American entities were forbid-

den from both the direct and indirect sale of almost all American products. Furthermore, C.A.C.R.

banned nearly all imports of Cuban goods into the United States. It also froze all Cuban assets in

the United States.5 Under American leadership, the Organization of American States, a large pan-

American group, suspended Cuba’s participation (while retaining its membership) and agreed to im-

pose economic sanctions, bringing its trade with Latin America to a halt as well. Cuba’s first decade of

socialism was so challenging for Cuba’s economy that Fidel’s revolution retrospective had to mention

it: “We said it in all sincerity, just as we say that the learning process of revolutionaries in the field of

economic construction is muchmore difficult than we had imagined; the problems are more complex

than we had imagined; and the learning process much longer and harder than we had imagined.” [18].

5This policy of isolation even bled into non-economic policy. For example, in 1966 the Cuban Adjustment
Act became law, which made it significantly easier for Cubans to become American citizens than for citizens of
any other country; Cubans do not need to enter through a port of entry and are eligible to become citizens after
living in the United States for a year. This standard was weakened in 1995 with the advent of the “wet foot, dry
foot” policy. Cubans were able to become American citizens so easily that, supposedly, Cubans could become
citizens just for leaving for Florida on a raft. President Clinton agreed to not grant Cubans resident or refugee
status until they arrived on American soil. Cuba still maintains that, even with wet foot, dry foot, this policy
results in a “brain-drain” of highly-educated Cuban nationals.
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In the 1970s, there was a brief détente. Many Latin American countries would resume trade with

Cuba after OAS ended blanket sanctions. By 1975, even foreign subsidiaries of American companies

were permitted to trade with Cuba if they received a license. In 1977, Americans were permitted to

travel to Cuba again and spend up to $100 in Cuba. By the end of the decade, though, relations had

worsened, and in 1979 the United States passed a raft of acts retightening the embargo. The Export

AdministrationAct, Section 2401 (b) (1) established aTradeControl List wherein individual countries

could be singled out for sanctions due to national security concerns. Cuba is still on that list today.

The Export Administration Regulations Act granted authority for banning further exports to Cuba.

The 1980s only saw the embargo become stricter, with incidental expenses becoming banned again

and travelers requiring written permission. During this time, the Soviet Union was becoming unsta-

ble. Cuba’s growth slowed, and when the Soviet Union collapsed entirely Cuba’s economy followed;

in the 1990-1993 “special period,” Cuba’s economy sank 33%.

The most severe components of the embargo, surprisingly, come from 1992. The Cuban Democ-

racy Act was passed soon after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Any vessel that enters a Cuban port

may not engage in trade with the United States until 180 days after departure, requires certification

that medical exports to Cuba are used for their intended purpose, authorizes the President to pro-

hibit American economic or military assistance (and even debt forgiveness) to any country that trades

with Cuba, among other things. Furthermore, theMackAmendment re-instituted the ban onCuban

trade with foreign subsidiaries of American entities and further tightened international trade restric-

tions.6 TheHelms-Burton Act of 1996, passed in response to a Cubanmissile attack on two unarmed

American civilian aircraft in international airspace, extended America’s international efforts. Title

I effectively banned Cuba from international banking and credit markets, Title II made the lifting

6Senator Connie Mack introduced the amendment every year since 1989 until her dedication paid off.
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of American sanctions contingent on settlement of outstanding claims for expropriated property in

Cuba, Title III provided American nationals standing to sue any foreign entity who profited from the

use of such properties, and Title IV denied visas and entries into the United States of any individuals

who traffic in such properties.7

The turn of the century saw, once again, a thawing of relations. Sales of medical equipment be-

7The impact of CDA and Helms-Burton on foreign countries was so severe that some of them defied the
American dictates. Canada’s Foreign Extraterritorial Measures Act of 1992 requires Canadian companies to dis-
regard American demands to cease trade with Cuba, and in 1996 was amended to create a fund for covering
American fines imposed on Canadian companies for trade. In 1996, the European Union entered a WTO me-
diation with the United States over Helms-Burton, ending with the EU-US Understanding of 18 May, 1998,
which resulted in an American waiver from Title III and IV restrictions under Helms-Burton in exchange for
EU policy regarding investment in illegally expropriated American property in Cuba. Additionally, in 2000
Venezuela and Cuba reached an accord whereby Venezuela gave Cuba subsidized oil for the services of Cuban
doctors.
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came easier in 1998 when the Commerce Department developed new humanitarian licenses. In 1999,

President Clinton began licensing the sales of food and agricultural inputs to Cuban entities as long as

the ultimate end-user was not controlled, owned, or operated by the Cuban government. Both coun-

tries reopened embassies, thus restarting diplomatic relations, and have entered serious negotiations

to end the embargo. Several trade restrictions have been eased, but only inminor ways; tourism is still

highly limited and imports are sharply curtailed.8 In 2014, President Obama lifted several American

restrictions, allowingmostAmericans to freely travel toCuba and spend asmuch as theywantedwhile

in Cuba with credit and debit cards, hence reopening some parts of the financial system up to Cuba

again. However, Cuba is still isolated fromCentral American trade, as can be seen in Figure 2.1. Figure

A.1 is a timeline of key events.

2.2 Political Impact

To repurpose Clausewitz, embargoes are weapons used in place of arms. Embargoes are typically iso-

lated to specific industries or individuals, such as financial sanctions against target government officials

or arms embargoes against hostile nations. That is, they are typically political in nature. As a result,

they rarely last longer than a few years. In contrast, the American-Cuban embargo is 56 years old, 30

years of which resulted in nearly total global isolation, mostly due to American economic dominance,

especially of the international banking system. Since the collapse of the SovietUnion, Cuba has found

itself unable to access many types of goods, some only with great delay, and often at increased cost.

The embargo could thereforemost likely be described as achieving its economic goals, but it is unclear

whether it precipitated its intended political outcome. While it is true that noMarxist rebel group saw

8Turning bans into restrictions, even very tight ones, often acts as effectively complete relief due to (some-
times intentionally) limited enforcement (for consumers; industrial-level quantities are still banned across the
board). The instant classic example is Cuban cigars; although technically Americans can only bring back $100
of cigars, it is not very difficult to bring back thousands of dollars of cigars by claiming a lost receipt as long as
the quantity of cigars is not unreasonably large.
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any real success in Latin America until Nicaragua’s Sandinista revolt in 1979, nor were there any other

serious attempts at leftist revolts, it is not at all clear that this occurred as a result of the embargo. The

United States engaged in several activities to prevent the influence of socialism in Latin America, and

it certainly failed to cause Cuba to turn.

The embargo has arguably been costly to the United States’ strategic political goals. For exam-

ple, the Organization of American States, a large pan-American group, has consistently condemned

American policy towards Cuba and in 2009 acted against longstanding American policy by reversing

Cuba’s status as an excluded sittingmember. In this and other fora, the embargo is a constant source of

disagreement between the United States and other OAS members, like Venezuela. In Latin America,

in particular, even some of its allies privately mention that they cannot support some United States-

backed human rights initiatives and retain credibility until the embargo is lifted. Indeed, the United

Nations General Assembly has condemned the United States for its embargo every year since 1992

by an incredibly wide margin. The 2013 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 67/4 criticiz-

ing the embargo, for example, has 188 out of 192 possible signatories, and 148 representatives registered

supportive comments, including strongAmerican allies like the EuropeanUnion (which is not a coun-

try but sends a UN representative), Panama, and Mexico. Cuba’s representative, taking advantage of

its right to present a counter speech, took the opportunity to generally speak of American imperial-

ism and its “unlawful” behavior. Indeed, loss of goodwill with third parties can be an overwhelmingly

large cost of trade sanctions generally [4]. Cuba further claims that the embargo is an act of economic

war violating the London Naval Conference of 1909 [36], although this claim is unlikely to ever be

recognized.9 Such opportunities for bluster only exist as a consequence of the embargo. Indeed, eco-

9The London Naval Conference of 1909 deals mainly with blockades, not embargoes. The United States
never actually engaged in a naval blockade on Cuba, although during the Cuban Missile Crisis, which lasted
from 22October to 28October 1962, President Kennedy did threaten one. Additionally, the Final Protocol was
never actually ratified, and never became custom; despite President Wilson’s pleas for European signatories to
honor the Final Protocol during World War I, it was ignored and has been disregarded since.
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nomic sanctions are often not effective at achieving political goals, although in recent years there is

increased optimism in their effectiveness [61]. It is also possible that the embargo’s increasing unpop-

ularity will reduce its effectiveness [43].

Some argue, however, that the Cuban embargo could still be effective in creating positive change

on the Cuban economy. Colin Powell (2004) notes that the embargo could help hasten Cuba’s tran-

sition from the disastrous mishandling of the Castro regime by denying it crucial sustaining revenues

[65]. In the pre-1990s period, Cuba was sustained by Soviet support. It is plausible that the embargo

stopped a communist regime from being worse than it could have been by starving it of resources and

therefore shortening its lifespan. Feinberg (2012) notes that, indeed, lifting the embargo would have

limited effects on the lives of ordinary Cubans and, hence, the real economy due to the strong state

control the Castro regime exerts [29]. And Wong (1994) notes that the CDA’s draconian imposition

on American allies was likely the nail in the coffin for the embargo’s international support [81]; the

deep unpopularity of the embargo could disappear with the repeal of that law, or at least the Mack

Amendment. Furthermore, prior to the embargo, Cubawas anAmerican client state, receivingmoney

for international support against communism. Such engagements are often quite expensive [27]. In

addition, they require focus perhaps better spent on places that pose few threats, so an embargo could

be helpful by turning American focus away from more extensive Cuban engagement and towards

more critical theaters [59]. Furthermore, sanctions are often effective at causing economic pain, so in

themodern, interconnected economy, the embargo that didn’t cause Cuba to turn before could cause

it to turn now. It may be no accident that it in the past decade, Cuba has permitted limited internet

access, created private enterprise licenses, and has a 2018 succession plan for the final Castro retirement.
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Figure 2.2: GDP per capita, Cuba vs Peers
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2.2.1 Economic History

The Cuban economy of today is very different than it was 50 years ago. Once one of the richest coun-

tries in Central America, it is now one of the poorest. Cuba is still highly dependent on sugar exports,

although it has since expanded into services, including healthcare. The government is currently ne-

gotiating an end to the embargo, and is preparing for tourism to become a large part of its economy.

There are no income or sales taxes in Cuba, although it does impose a 15% surcharge on converting

USD:CUC, despite supposedly maintaining a 1:1 ratio.10 As is visible in Figure 2.2, Cuba began the

Cold War firmly richer than a basket of its peers, namely Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

Guatemala, and Panama. By the 1970s, it was poorer than all of them. And although it began theCold

War vastly ahead by many measures of development and human capital, it has somewhat missed out

10This is likely an attempt to boost its foreign reserves. Despite a thawing of relations and an easing of the
embargo on tourism and some types of trade, Cuba is still largely banned from the financial system, including
foreign exchange markets. In effect, it is a foreign trade tariff.
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on the past 50 years of gains. Although Cubans still live longer and are more educated than their Cen-

tral American peers, their socioeconomic gains have been slower since the embargo. In Figure A.2, it is

clearly visible that Cuba has not developed nearly as quickly as its neighbors by a host of social indica-

tors.11 Although Cuba was rich by Latin American standards, it was still poor byWestern standards in

the 1950s, meaning that it had plenty of room to grow. It is not inconceivable that, like Poland, South

Korean, or Taiwan, Cuba could have achieved Western standards of living had it grown at the rate of

its Central American peers. Indeed, its urbanization rates, though high, appear to have topped out

while its neighbors’ kept on growing. Perhapsmost interesting is Cuba’s dependence on sugar and to-

bacco. Although it has recently shifted to a services based economy, Cuba stayed dependent on sugar

and tobacco for much longer than its peers until prices collapsed in 1991 [26]. During that period,

other Central American economies had developed from agricultural economies to services economies.

Ecuador moved on to petroleum, Panama continued to be a large trade and tourism center due to its

canal, Costa Rica is now amining and services economy, and even poverty-strickenGuatemala has be-

gun its transition to a tourism-based economy. Today, agriculture makes up a small amount of Cuba’s

GDP but a comparatively large share of its workforce, illustrated by Figure A.3.

Perhaps the most striking difference between Cuba and its peers is its trading partners. Even though

there is no longer a Soviet Union to give aid to Cuba, Russia is still a significant trading partner. In its

place, China and Venezuela both provide billions of dollars in trade a year; much of that trade comes

in the form of subsidized goods instead of aid, which means that the value of trade is understated in

official import figures. Cuba is in fact a surprisingly global economy, with 44% of its economy going

to trade in 2014. Its neighbors, which are nearly all capitalist, liberal democracies andWTOmembers,

also have large trade shares, but their partners are mostly each other, China, and the United States.

Generally, the US dominates Central American trade, accounting for over half of several countries’

11The exception to this trend is secondary education. Cuba heavily subsidizes education, especially in the
arts. Indeed, low returns to human capital are perhaps Cuba’s biggest distortionary effect of its communist
policies.
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imports and exports. In contrast, the United States is not even a top-five Cuban trading partner, nor

was it in the top ten until 2002. Cuba substitutes European goods forAmerican goods out of necessity

and also receives aid from countries like Venezuela in the form of cheap trade. Cuba’s biggest trading

partners are Venezuela, China, Canada, Spain, and the Netherlands. Figure 2.1 shows how drastically

different Cuba’s trade patterns are from its partners. Cuba’s trade share with other Central American

and Caribbean countries is unusually small. Additionally, its American trade is practically zero, while

its peers’ American trade share is very high. This difference in trade patterns reflects Cuba’s intense

isolation over the past half century. The next section documents the theoretical and empirical research

on the effects of this isolation.
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As long there more than one sector/country exporting

(wine) numero researchers/ economists will attempt to

measure their position in the market.

Francisco J. Dinez, et al, at 98th EAAE Seminar at Crete,

Greece in 2006

3
Embargoes Through Empirical and

Theoretical Lenses

Understanding trade is among theoldest endeavors of economics; evenOn theWealth

of Nations, economics’ founding book, is largely about commerce. It should therefore be

no surprise that there is a significant literature on the subject. However, there is a much

smaller literature on specifically on embargoes. This section discusses past attempts at estimating the
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impact of the embargo on Cuba, as well as the theory that drives empirical studies.

3.1 Economic Theory of Trade

There are many models that develop gains from trade. However, they tend to focus on price-level ef-

fects, typically derived from some type of comparative advantage.1 Most famously, Ricadro (1817) pro-

posed a trademodel inwhich there are two goods, perfect competition, freemovement of laborwithin

(but not between) countries, and endogenous wages. In this model, the key gains from trade come

from specialization and the potential to increase wages as a result of such specialization [68].2 The

Heckscher-Ohlin (1933) model expands on Ricardian analysis by adding factor endowments, claim-

ing that countries export goods that are locally abundent [60]. Tinbergen’s (1962) “gravity model”

predicts trade considers trade flows as a function of “economic mass” and distance [75]. The welfare

gains in a gravity trade model are determined by a country’s internal trade share and price elasticities

[7]. And Helpman and Krugman (1985) argue that instead, countries trade as a result of product

differentiation due to increasing returns to scale and internal demand (the “homemarket” effect),3 al-

though the empirical support is mixed [12, 41]. Thesemodels take different approaches, but all feature

1There are some exceptions. For instance, Linder (1961) uniquelymakes a demand-based argument for trade,
suggesting that differences in preferences drive trade [53]. And Ulph (1997) argues that by creating interdepen-
dency, trade can allow countries to enforce environmental contracts to limit pollution externalities [77].

2One of Ricardo’s most interesting predictions is thatMalthus’s “iron law of wages” prediction–specifically,
that the long-run wage level is the minimum amount necessary to sustain life — would not hold due to tech-
nological innovation, which would increase wages by increasing factor demand for labor [55]. However, wages
could tend towards subsistence level steady states. Ricardo himself argued that “habits and customs” would
prevent this, but modern criticisms of the iron law of wages focus on competition with entrepreneurship and
efficiency wages [67]. The Ricardian trademodel has seenmany changes and challenges over its nearly-200 year
history. Formore on the history and recent developments in Ricardian trade theory, see Deardorff’s review [23].
One particularly powerful critique is Leontief’s paradox [16], although it has seen several rebuttals, including
Becker’s (1962) human capital explanation and Leamer’s (1980) claim that Leontiff’s paradox is not theoretically
valid because capital and labor net exports are the same sign [11, 51].

3There are various versions of this type of model by Krugman [48, 49, 50]. These models differ in their ap-
proach to explaining the homemarket effect. Krugman (1991) permits some international labor fluidity, turning
geographic specialization into an endogenous country variable.
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“fixed” economies in the sense that the main choice economies make when faced with a new country

is whether or not to trade as consumption, but not as an investment.

As Romer (1994) notes, these models are largely disjoint from the growth literature [70].4 Indeed,

even in the 22 years since Romer’s paper, theoreticalmodels of trade continue to be disconnected from

the literature on development. There is one prominent exception. As Krueger (1997) notes, in the

1950s and 1960s there was a dominant theory of development and trade: “import substitution.” Im-

port substitution is a trade theory perhaps made most famous by Alexander Hamilton in which im-

ports are substituted for domestic production as a means of development through industrialization

[47]. Import substitution is connected to Fei and Ranis (1961), a Lewis (1954) two-sector economy

model in which an economy develops in three stages [28, 52].5 These models, however, have limited

empirical support [84]. The stage-growth hypothesis, combined with import substitution, implied

that trade would most likely be negative for growth because it would accentuate the agricultural spe-

cialization of developing countries, thus delaying their industrialization. However, the experience of

Taiwan, China, South Korea, and others sharply departs from these predictions [76, 14, 21, 82]. As a

result, import substitution has fallen out of favor.

4One interesting exception to this anti-development trend is Arad and Hillman (1979), who suggest that
embargo threats can improve Ricardian embargoed economies by lowering the future cost of production be-
cause the threatened countries anticipate isolation and hence make investments [6]. This is in a same vein as
import substitution theory.

5Fei and Ranis is largely a formalization of Rostow’s (1960) “five stages of economic development,” which
imagines a largely agricultural economy turning into an industrialized society and then, finally, a service-oriented
economy [72]. The Rostovian model is largely an historical one, argued on the development path of wealthy
Western countries. Indeed, Fei and Ranis cite Rostow’s 1956 Economic Journal article “The Take-Off into Self-
Sustaining Growth.” Their approach divides the stages by the marginal productivity of labor in the “industrial
sector.”The first stage iswheremarginal productivity of industrial labor is 0. The second stage iswheremarginal
productivity is below the prevailing wage, and agricultural output grows to meet industrial demand but there
are still “disguisedly unemployed” people. The disguisedly unemployed are individuals who are technically em-
ployed in agriculture but produce no marginal output; this concept is outdated. In phase three, the marginal
productivity in the industrial sector exceeds the prevailingwage, and there is a “turning point” towards employ-
ment in the industrial sector. In the empirical literature, this model is often referred to as the “labor surplus”
model of growth.
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Intuition suggests that existing trade models have significant room to include development. Imag-

ine, for example, if a country could not import steel or computers as a result of an embargo. The

embargoed country would see a sharp decrease in productivity, resulting in lower income even if wage

levels remained fixed. Romer’s stylizedmodel is toomechanically simple to really capture the develop-

ment gains from trade.6 However, the main point still stands; trade models should incorporate trade

as a productivity investment as well as a consumption good. There are several potential mechanisms

for future models, like increasing returns to capital in trade or incorporating trade as an input to a

production function.

3.2 Embargoes in the Empirical Literature

There are several empirical papers addressing embargoes specifically. Although large, multigenera-

tional embargoes are rare, small, targeted ones are actually quite common. Hence, researchers have

several opportunities to observe the effects of embargoes on economies. Furthermore, embargoes are

somewhat exogenous — although they are certainly impacted by the target’s policies, and are forecast

(indeed, often threatened), and take time to implement, they still represent something of a natural ex-

periment and therefore an opportunity to test the impact of trade. However, these papers suffer from

the short-term nature of the embargoes they study, ignoring the impact of embargoes on growth.

Certainly, there are several empirical growth models that incorporate trade in some way, but these

are often cosmetic changes no different than adding trade data to an already large regression on GDP

growth.7 That is, these empirical growthmodels are not based in a theoreticalmodel that incorporates

6Romer imagines Cobb-Douglas economy where the production function also increases in a quanity x,
which is aggregate trade. However, this functional form is similar to TFP models; there are no countries, for
instance, in the model.

7The exception is foreign direct investment. There is a somewhat large literature of the impact on FDI on
economic growth. It is mixed[5]. This also does not mean that there are not empirical papers, like Bernhofen
and Brown (2005), that estimate the pure gains from trade in a rigorous way [13]. Even Bernhofen and Brown,
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trade and growth.

Consumers do exhibit more negative price elasticities under embargoes, implying that they substi-

tute embargoed goods [80, 39]. As a result, there is a literature discussing the impact of embargoes

purely by assessing savings via export substitution [66]. Some research covers unique effects of em-

bargoes, like long-term public health changes [35] and changes in the variety of goods available to

consumers [33]. There are also papers that consider a more classical price-increase effect, as in a gravity

model [42, 17], and ones that measure the impact of embargoes on growth rates, like using a DSGE

model to measure the impact onGDP growth rates [57, 22].8 These papers, however, are not parame-

terizing a model of growth and trade; rather, they are measuring shortfalls of actual output compared

to existing models of output during embargo periods, paramaterized on a pre-embargo period. The

same results hold true for the inverse of embargoes: free trade agreements [38, 64], including the cre-

ation of new businesses [83].9 However, there do not appear to be papers or theses that study both

together. It therefore seems that it is not just the theoretical literature that has a disconnect between

development and trade.

3.3 Past Empirical Attempts

3.3.1 Cuba’s Private Internal Estimate

In addition to its public estimates, the Cuba Government has provided one of their internal estimates

of the embargo’s impact for the period April 2014-2015 [40]. It includes aggregate estimates for the

however, treat GDP per capita growth as a choice variable for deflation in their welfare statistic.
8Apartheid South Africa appears to be a popular case study for this particular subject. Note that these

growth papers do not create a model with trade; they simply note that actual growth is below growth predicted
by a standard model.

9Given that most of economic theory implies that trade is a mostly positive good, some studies simply cal-
culate the likely increase in trade and treat that as a welfare gain [78].
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impact of the embargo on specific industries and provides illustrative anecdotes. Cuba primarily es-

timates its costs through two main methods: (1) increased costs as a result of American restrictions,

and (2) lost sales as a result of the inability to import important inputs. The document claims to be

comprehensive, but not exhaustive due to an inability to calculate some of the development impacts.

In total, Cuba claims that it has lost $7.8 billion due to the embargo, $2.6 billion of which is lost sales.

Interestingly, Cuba, a country that has publicly decried American “imperialism” and worse, seems to

bemoan the lack of American trade more than anything else.

Cuba claims to be largely locked out of international markets despite the Obama détente. For ex-

ample, it can take weeks or years for disposable batteries to arrive in Cuba. There are several goods

Cuba is simply not able to import, like a “genetic analyzer” produced by Applied Biosystems. And,

although Cuba does not attempt to quantify the cost of lost development, it does note that it is dif-

ficult to acquire goods that would contribute to economic development (Section 2.3 of the report is

titled “The right to development”). For example, Cuba claims that ACINOX Commercial, a Cuban

company that builds homes, was unable to import 31,628 steel plates, resulting in a loss of about $33

million in sales. Another example Cuba provides is the large cost of saxophones, which cost $107

more per unit because they must come from Europe rather than the United States, resulting in a loss

of $35,000. Shipping and the cost of money are cited as very large costs to the Cuban economy; recall

that foreign subsidiaries of American companies are not permitted to trade with Cuba, meaning that

for many critical goods Cuba simply imports from European companies. Europe, however is quite

far from Cuba, whereas America is quite close, resulting in a 196% increase in shipping costs. Cuba

also notes that it has been effectively locked out of the financial system; its banks are unable to acquire

SWIFT codes, and financial institutions are loath to interact with Cuban government officials and

development projects.
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3.3.2 Publicly Available Estimates

The economic cost of the embargo is hard to measure, although others have tried. These types of

analyses are difficult to extend to Cuba due to the secrecy of its government and its unwillingness

to provide data to outside researchers. But even setting those issues aside, the length and scope of

the Cuban embargo bring dynamic effects to the fore. Rather than simply making arms or oil more

costly, the Cuban embargo has restricted Cuban access to new technology for decades, compounding

development defects which for a normal embargo would be second order. Indeed, Raul, now Cuba’s

president, has called the embargo “the chief obstacle to the economic development” [19]. It should

therefore not be surprising that Cuba believes the cost of the embargo that it bears to be quite high.

Furthermore, it believes that it is owed restitution from the United States, a claim its leaders repeat at

every opportunity.

Cuba has made several public claims of various, but consistently large, harms from the embargo.

It has claimed to be due anywhere between $67 billion to over $800 billion. The US International

Trade Commission (USITC) noted that Cuba had publicly claimed to be owed $67 billion for the

period 1960-1998 [46], although a 2000 symbolic court case in Cuba estimated the damages at $121

billion, which Cuba mentioned at the United Nations this year during its yearly protest vote [37].

This is its most commonly used estimate.10 It is not clear how Cuba generated these estimates, but

Cuba’s lead negotiator, Josefina Vidal, publicly hinted at the United Nations this year that the num-

bers could be recalculated and revised upwards. Possibly very highly upwards–it was leaked to the

New York Times that Cuba claimed it was owed $833.75 billion for its opening bid during the recent

resumption of negotiation [69].

10In addition to economic consequences, Cuba has expressed a desire for payment over political matters. A
Cuban court case in 1999 ruled that the United States had caused $139 billion in damages for the deaths in the
Bay of Pigs invasion [25]. It is unlikely that Cuba will ever collect any of this judgment.
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There are very few estimates of the impact on theUnited States, which aremostly commissioned by

a government to focus on a particular industry. TheUnited States was never dependent on trade with

Cuba for its development (rather, the Batista regime was propped up by Americanmoney), so the im-

pact of the embargo onAmerica is much smaller. Rather than lost industrialization or technology, the

main costs to Americans are most likely lost opportunities for trade and seized property. Indeed, pre-

vious estimates bear this out. The US Justice Department awarded 5,913 claims out of 8,821 in various

legal cases [24]. The principal totals at $1.9 billion and the total due is over $8 billion with interest.11

These awards are mainly for property seized as a result of the embargo and lost royalties owed by the

Cuban government to American estates. The USITC estimated in 2001 that American trade benefit

would have been on the order of $512 million to $978million, with an equivalent increase in aggregate

demand, for a total impact of about $1 billion to $2 billion, with $135million to $420million in foreign

exchange to Cuba. USITC expressed skepticism that Cuba had the infrastructure to become a large

American trade partner again. For instance, a Texas A&MStudy found that Illinois lost $10million in

agricultural exports to Cuba in 2010 and 47 jobs [71], a number which is minuscule in a $600 billion

economy.

It is unclear what a restitution settlement between the US and Cuba would look like. Americans

have awide range of possible outcomes for restitution. Sometimes, Americans get lucky, likewhen the

BerlinWall fell and they received 100% restitution for the value of their property in East Germany and

interest. Sometimes, they are not; in 1979, China paid $80 million into a China Claims Fund, which

paid back at most 39% of the principal with no interest [30]. At times, embargoes can actually be a net

positive to a country because it lessens expensive aid obligations [27]. For example, the USITC has

11Cubamight not recognize these estimates as legitimate because they had no input in the process. Claimants
includeExxon, Texaco, Colgate, Coca-Cola, and StarwoodResorts. They also countwealthy individual families,
like the Kennedys.
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in the past found a net gain to the United States from sanctions of Pakistan and India in response to

their nuclear weapons programs [15]. Cuba, however, was once a very rich country by Latin American

standards, bringing into questionwhether such an effect occurred in this case. Furthermore, although

Cuba is now quite impoverished, if it were to adopt Latin American levels of American dependence,

it could see perhaps half of its trade go to American businesses. Recently, the USITC estimated that

almost every agricultural sector would benefit from the lifting of trade restrictions in new trade [62].

The size of this trade could increase drastically if free trade has a significant impact on Cuba’s devel-

opment, increasing its income.

Overall, the publicly available estimates have two common themes. First, they are very few in num-

ber. To some degree, this reflects the difficulty (or, some might say, impossibility) of constructing a

reasonable counterfactual. However, it also reflects the low-level access to Cuban data for even special-

access economists. The data in Cuba’s internal estimate is granular to the firm level. Even American

researchers at top universities often have to wait months or years for promised Cuban data, only to

be given a CSV file already made publicly available by O.N.E., Cuba’s statistical agency. Second of all,

they tend to focus on calculating lost trade. Most of these studies are commissioned by governments

and not carried out by economists, so they do not compute welfare statistics per se. They also disre-

gard the potential long-term cumulative impact of trade on Cuba’s economy. Although this failure

is certainly rooted in the difficulty of the task, it is also reflective of the failure of economic theory to

present a compelling reason to do so and of the failure of the empirical literature to present a com-

pelling example of such an analysis.

The following section, an empirical analysis of the embargo’s effect on Cuba, departs from this

convention. The cumulative development impact and the pure gains from trade are both treated for

a comprehensive estimate of the embargo’s impact.
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He could use with resolve h broad executive powers to

substantially change the scope of the blockade, even without

the Congress decision.

Raul Castro at Community of Latin American and

Caribbean States in 2015

4
Empirics

Both methodology and results are covered in this section. The data is divided into

data for Cuba and a basket of peer countries, henceforth referred to as “Latin America.”

Here, this latter group refers to the sample of mid-sized Central America and Caribbean

nations used throughout this section. First, the development impact is measured by fitting a synthetic

control on GDP per capita with a host of development covariates. Next, the pure trade impact is

estimated by calculating a counterfactual internal trade share by two methods: fitting a gravity trade
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model on the world and on Latin America in 2006, and applying synthetic control weights to peer

internal trade shares. Then, these trade shares are applied to the gravity model welfare statistic based

on the counterfactual internal trade share and price elasticity, which is a choice variable.

4.1 Methods and Data

The comparison countries areBolivia, CostaRica,DominicanRepublic, Ecuador, El Salvador,Guatemala,

Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, and Trinidad and Tobago. These coun-

tries comprise most of Central America and the Caribbean and had American-dependent agricultural

economies in the 1950s. One could include the rest of Latin America, but these countries are sig-

nificantly different for several reasons. Economically, most South American countries are larger and

richer than Central American countries. South America has a more involved history with socialism

and, consequently, American political interventionism. Additionally, LatinAmerica is generallymore

dependent on American trade, which makes it a better set of candidates to compare with Cuba. Mex-

ico is much larger than Latin American countries and is therefore a poor comparison candidate. The

Caribbean also has several small islands, like St. Kitts, which are also excluded from this analysis. They

are mostly tax havens and tourism destinations, and are all extremely small in comparison to Latin

American countries.

GDP per capita, life expectancy, and population figures come from the Angus Maddison dataset,

last updated in 2012. Unfortunately, the World Penn Tables and World Bank do not contain the full

dataset for the 1950s. In particular, several countries were not fully independent in the 1950s or did not

report figures to any international organizations. Cuba, in particular, did not report any data to inter-

national organizations until 1971. This means that in order to do any comparisons with pre-embargo

Cuba, onemust use non-governmental estimates. Trade data comes from the IMFDirection of Trade
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Statistics. Human capital levels are measured as the number of years of primary, secondary, and ter-

tiary education of the average adult. This data is compiled every 5 years from 1950 onwards by Barro

and Lee in the Educational Attainment Data Set [10]. The fraction of the population that is urban

comes from the World Bank for 1960 onwards and the United Nations for 1950-1960. All land data

comes from the world bank (aggregate land is in square km while arable land is in hectares). Political

similarity is measured by the Polity IV dataset [56]. Conflict is defined as the sum of internal and in-

ternational conflict. Conflict and Polity IV are both published by the Center for Systemic Peace. This

data covers the years 1950-2007. Additionally, the CEPII Gravity dateset is used for 2006 to estimate

the pure gains from trade. For a comprehensive summary of the data covered, see Table B.7.

The development gains are estimated using a synthetic control, first developed by Abadie and

Gardeazabal [3] and further developed by Abadie, Diamond, and Heinmuller (2010, 2015) [1, 2]. In

summary, a synthetic control is a generalization of the difference-in-differences model. Let there be a

set J of individuals and let there be one treated individual, j + 1 ∈ J. Let Yi,t be the target variable,

here GDP per capita, for country i at time period t, where the sample spans the set of years T with a

treatment year T0.

In a typical difference-in-differences model, the average treatment effect is estimated by:

Yj+1,t −
1
j
∑
i<j+1

Yi,t . (4.1)

Instead, the synthetic control treatment effect is estimated as:

Yj+1,t −
∑
i<j+1

wiYi,t . (4.2)
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Where wi is the optimized weight chosen by the algorithm in Abadie, Diamond, and Heinmuller [1].

In essence, the weights are chosen to minimize the Euclidean distance between the pre-treatment Ys

of the treated country and the weighted linear combination of the untreated countries’ Ys, plus co-

variates, in all the time periods prior to T0.

Once the matrix W, which contains the wis, is chosen, one can also run a regression estimate the

contribution of a host of covariates to the change in the target variable, as in a typical growth model.

There are several growth models of a typical form Y = XB + E, where X is a series of proposed co-

variates with growth, B is a set of parameters that will be estimated, andE is the error term.1 Similarly,

to estimate the sources of the treatment effects, one can regress:

Yj+1 − Yi<j+1Wj+1 = (Xj+1 − Xi<j+1Wj+1)B+ ϵ . (4.3)

Where ϵ is an error term and Wj+1 is the weights from fitting the synthetic control of j + 1 on the

countries in J \ {j+ 1}, andXi<j+1 is a J ·T× n, where n is the number of features. One can estimate

the weights using GDP as the dependent variable and apply those weights to trade shares, or one can

estimate trade shares directly and use GDP as a covariate when fitting the synthetic control.

The pure gains from trade is based on the gravitymodel [75]. LetXij be the trade between countries

i and j, whereXii represents the internal trade of country i, and letYi be the national incomeof country

i. The gains from trade are relatively straightforward to calculate oncewe have the share of trade that is

internal. Since a gravity model assumes CES utility, if the elasticity is σ across countries, where σ > 1,

the gains from trade, expressed as a percentage, are simply the internal trade share raised by a function

1There are several empirical growth models, including ones based on trade [32, 8], human capital [10, 9],
and natural endowments like land [73, 34]. For a comprehensive treatment of such models, see Moral-Benito
(2009) [58].
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of the intercountry price elasticity [7]:

(Xii/Yi)
1

1−σ . (4.4)

Hence, the percentage gain from the lifting of the embargo (i.e., moving to free trade from relative

autarky) is: (
XF

ii/YF
i

XA
ii /YA

i

) 1
1−σ

, (4.5)

which is found simply by dividing the gains from trade fromEquation 4.4 under the free-trade regime

by the gains from trade in relative autarky. Unfortunately, without Cuban data there is no way to es-

timate price elasticities within Cuba. However, once the counterfactual free-trade internal trade is

estimated, we can calculate a range of losses based on plausible price elasticities (between 4 and 16).

The gravity model has several useful features for estimating the pure gains from trade. It provides a

welfare statistic, a method of estimating a counterfactual basedmostly on exogenous, real factors, and

is tractable.

A generic empirical gravity trade model is specified in the form:

lnTij = a+ α lnGDPi + lnβGDPj + γ ln dij +
∑
k∈K

δkXk
i + ϵkXk

j +
∑
l∈L

ζlXl
ij . (4.6)

Where a is a constant, dij is the distance between i and j, Xk
i ,Xk

j are a series of country-specific fea-

tures indexed by the setK, like whether i or j, are landlocked or log population, andXl
ij are a series of

relationship-specific features indexed byL between i and j, like whether they share a language.2 There

are several empirical specifications using an assortment of features, like shared colonial history, shared

2For a comprehensive review of the empirical gravity model literature, see Kepapstoglou, Karlaftis, and
Tsamboulas (2010) [44].
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language, shared borders, and even foreign reserves. The secondmethod, then, is to estimate a gravity

model and apply it to Cuba.

In principle, one could use an existing parameterization, but the range of parameter results indi-

cates that gravity model estimates are highly sensitive to scale and unit choice. Furthermore, these

estimates must not include Cuba, as its trade with the United States is artificially low. However, its

support-trade with leftist countries and the legislative efforts of the EU and Canada mean that trade

with other countries is inflated. Cuba’s (2015) internal documents note that European trade is incredi-

bly expensive, implying that in the absence of the embargo it would substitute much of its trade away

from its current top trading partners. Consequently, any gravity model must be parameterized on

every country except Cuba before predicting Cuban trade flows to avoid upward bias on European

trade.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Development: Synthetic Control

First, we fit the synthetic control. The weights generated are in Table B.3. The covariates used are

percent of the population that is urban, exports and imports to the United States per capita, life ex-

pectancy, population, and land holdings. The dependent variable is GDP per capita, and the pretreat-

ment period is 1950-1961. Interestingly, the weights of the synthetic control are somewhat sensitive to

the selection of covariates, but the GDP per capita gap trend is generally not. When one includes the

education covariates, the fit is very poor, with 100% of the weight for synthetic Cuba going towards

Guatemala. However, if one smooths the data linearly to fill the gaps, the effect goes away and the

synthetic control is similar to not including the education covariates at all. Synthetic Cuba’s educa-

tion is generally lower than actual Cuba’s. Depending on the selection of covariates, about 60-80% of
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the weight goes to Panama, with the rest being shared by some combination of Costa Rica, the Do-

minican Republic, and Ecuador. All of these countries were large trading partners with the United

States with various levels of wealth and with cash crops, which is encouraging for the quality of the

synthetic control. Table B.4 compares the average actual covariate values to the average synthetic co-

variate values. Although not a perfect fit, they are similar.

Encouragingly, for Cuba, the gaps in GDP per capita is robust to changes in the specification of

the control, as well as the choice of using aggregate units instead of per capita units. The placebos,

however, can decrease in quality depending on the choice of covariates. Generally, the placebos are

worse when the synthetic control is fitted with fewer covariates. Additionally, some placebos change

when the synthetic control is fitted on aggregate rather than per capita characteristics.

The gaps in output are quite severe. Figure 4.1 shows the different paths taken by actual Cuba and

synthetic Cuba, while Figure A.4 shows the shortfall inGDP. The gaps are generally small prior to the

treatment period, and become progressively negative. There are sharp drops around the actual imple-

mentation of the embargo and the collapse of the Soviet Union, which provided billions of dollars a

year in support to Cuba during the Cold War. The final 2007 gap is -$2,374. That year, Cuba’s GDP

per capita was $3,625. Hence in 2007, Cuba’s GDP per capita would need to increase by 65.48% to

match that of synthetic Cuba. Note that this effect is robust to removing Panama from the sample

— in fact, the effect is stronger, with a 2006 GDP per capita gap of -$3,277, or about 97% of GDP

per capita, as depicted in Figure A.6. In 2007, Cuba’s GDP was $48 billion, implying an aggregate

loss of $31.2 billion–about one quarter of Cuba’s $121 billion estimate. Furthermore, if we calculate

synthetic Cuba’s American trade by applying the synthetic weights to trade numbers, synthetic Cuba

had $5,915,263,600 in exports and $2,239,861,800 in imports from the United States in 2010; that year,

Cuba imported about $370,500,000, about the same amount as in 1958, and exported nothing to the
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Figure 4.1: Synthe c Cuba vs Actual Cuba, GDP per capita
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United States, resulting in a net loss of $3.5 billion in lost GDP.3 As a robustness check, we observe the

results fromNicaragua. Note that the synthetic control is an almost perfect fit until the Sandanista rev-

olution and the subsequent American embargo, which lasted 1980-1985. Afterwards, the Nicaraguan

economy is about flat until 1990, when the Soviet Union (and its economic support) collapsed.

Next, we run a regression to see how much of the gaps can be explained by the embargo. For

the indicator variables, the only countries to have significant interaction with the Soviet Union are

Nicaragua and Cuba, even according to the CIA’s now-declassified documents, which is why they are

also the only countries to experience an American embargo [20].4 A positive sign for a non-indicator

coefficient means that a shortfall of actual covariate values relative to synthetic counterfactual values

contributes to the synthetic gap in the dependent variable. For example, a coefficient of 5 for US ex-

ports per capita means that every dollar of goods Cuba cannot import results in $5 lost in GDP per

capita. On the other hand, a positive coefficient for an indicator variable means that the presence of

the indicator has a positive effect on the gaps. For example, a coefficient of 5 on an embargo indicator

variable means that in the presence of an embargo GDP per capita is $5 than the synthetic control

suggests it should be.

Unsurprisingly, the Soviet support coefficient is quite high and positive, which partially explains

howNicaragua’s GDPper capitamanaged to not fall more than it did after 1979 regime change, as well

as the Nicaraguan and Cuban collapses in 1990, but it is not statistically significant. Also unsurpris-

3If urbanization is excluded as a covariate, then synthetic Cuba had $11,290,201,556 in exports and
$1,896,692,917 in imports, resulting in a $9 billion loss for the United States in 2010.

4Although the Soviet Union certainly encouraged leftist guerilla movements, its engagement with Central
America was tepid, with significant support only ever reachingNicaragua from 1980-1990 and Cuba from 1960-
1990 [54]. Themajor conflicts in LatinAmerica took place in the 1970s and 1980s during the “Central American
crisis,” although very few turned into outright civil wars; the ones that did were in Guatemala, Nicaragua, El
Salvador, and Cuba. The key with the conflict variable is to capture large disruptive events, so small events are
excluded, like Honduras’ Battalion 316 and the Castro brothers’ disastrous 1953 revolt.
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ingly, the conflict coefficient is negative and the education coefficients are all positive. The embargo

continues to have a strong negative effect, both with a smaller specification where every independent

variable was also used to fit the synthetic control andwith a larger specification that takes into account

more covariates. However, the embargo’s negative effect is not statistically significant in the larger

specification, which has fewer observations. Land, population, and arable land have essentially no

impact on the difference between synthetic and actual output. For this reason, Table B.4 excludes the

estimates for land and arable land coefficients. Generally, though, it is clear that the embargo has a

negative impact on the economies, that output gaps behave as expected, and that the statistical power

of the analysis suffers greatly from lack of data, especially on human capital levels. Note that the em-

bargo coefficient may not be capturing the entire effect of the embargo. For example, if the embargo

caused primary education in Cuba to be lower than the counterfactual, the effect would show itself as

a human capital shortfall rather than the pure presence of the embargo.

One might suggest that this regression is incomplete because it does not take into account decreas-

ing value of the marginal dollar. One way to adjust for this is to regress imports and exports rather

than a crude dummy indicator for an embargo. The full specification for this regression is in Table

B.4. The results of that regression also yield a statistically significant, positive coefficient, whichmeans

that shortfalls in GDP per capita are partially explained by loss of imports and exports. However, the

effect is surprisingly small. The difficulty of this model is that in addition to the embargo, GDP per

capita is affected by the policy choices of the Cuban government. To some degree, this is controlled for

by including Polity IV in the synthetic control. However, the regression coefficients also capture the

effects of the quality of fit of the synthetic control, and it is impossible to disentangle the two. Hence,

it is also reasonable to create a synthetic control where the target variable is the trade share, which is

more directly tied to welfare gains in the gravity model. Land is fixed, so to some degree it represents
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the “quality of fit” variable, and the estimated coefficient for land is 0.5 However, it is possible that it

is 0 precisely because the quality of fit error is moved into, say, education levels.

4.2.2 Pure Trade: Gravity Model

In 2006, Cuba’s GDP was 77.7% internal trade. By applying the synthetic weights to Cuba’s neigh-

bors using World Bank data for 2013, synthetic Cuba’s external trade is 94.3% of GDP, meaning that

Cuba’s current internal tradewould be 5.7%.6 In addition to synthetic controls, one can estimate trade

shares using a gravity model. Tables B.5 and B.6 show the parameter estimates for the gravity model.

The gravity model is fit on 2006 trade data for every country pair that reports data. Additionally,

one gravity model is fit only on trade to which Cuba’s Central American neighbors are a party. This

is because Central America has unique political dynamics that may be washed out by fitting on the

entire world, especially outsize trade with the United States. Each of these samples is fit on a standard

gravity model and a more complete one that accounts for political features like trade agreements. For

both regressions, the model is fit on every country but Cuba to avoid upward bias. Specifically, Cuba

substitutes trade it would engage in with theUnited States towards other countries, whichwould bias

the regression by including this artificially high trade data. The parameters from all gravity models are

mostly statistically significant, and none of the signs are surprising. Large countries trade less, richer

countries trade more, and sharing features like borders, languages, or trade agreements increase the

flow of trade. The R2 is slightly lower for the Latin American specification, but note that the Latin

American gravity model’s fit is a significant improvement for Central American and Caribbean coun-

tries over the full world parameterization.

5Both land and arable land have coefficients of approximately or precisely 0.00 for every specification, sta-
tistically significant at the .01 or .001 levels, depending on the specification. Consequently, they are excluded
from Table B.4.

6This very large number is drivenbyPanama,whichhas a very large volumeof trade as a result of thePanama
canal. It is far more likely that Cuba’s internal trade would be closer to 30% to 50% like the rest of its neighbors.
See the next section for further discussion.
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Figure 4.2: Es mated Benefit of Li ing Trade
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A figure showing the gains from trade as a percent of GDP using the gravity model welfare sta s c in contrast to a
synthe c control baseline. The synthe c control internal trade es mate is calculated by applying weights in Table
B.3 to internal trade shares. The gravity internal trade shares are calculated by applying (2) in Tables B.5 and B.6
to United States-Cuba pair data. The confidence intervals are calculated by applying the lower and upper bound
es mates from the gravity model regression to the United States-Cuba pair data.

Figure 4.2 shows the estimated gains from trade from Equation 4.5. The 2/3 increase in GDP per

capita against the synthetic control is used as a baseline. The synthetic control-constructed trade share

shows significant gains, but the gravity model trade share is only slightly larger, which suggests that

Cuba would see only a little less internal trade if the embargo were lifted. Cuba’s estimated trade flows

are very different if the model is estimated only with Latin American data or with the entire world;

the trade flows are twice as large if the model is parameterized only by Latin American countries. For

the world parameterization, the gains are between 0.1% and 0.8%. For the Latin American parameter-
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ization, the gains are between 2.7% and 14.2%. For the synthetic control trade share trained on GDP

per capita, the gains are between 19% and 138.9%, although as noted above, this particular estimate

is most likely too high. Excluding Panama, the gains are between 19.68% and 145.55%, which is also

likely too high and driven by Costa Rica, which subsidizes a CAFTA free trade zone. The confidence

intervals of Figure ?? are calculated by looking at the 95% confidence interval expected internal trade

shares and then passing those interval values through the gravitymodel welfare statistic. Note that the

predicted intervals almost always predict positive gains from trade. Additionally, although the pre-

dicted interval is quite wide for the Latin American sample, the gains are uniformly higher than the

estimated gains from trade on the world sample, uniformly less than the the development impact, and

uniformly higher than the estimated gains from trade. This implies that, if anything, the gains from

trade are likely higher than estimated. The world sample is also on the low end of the estimated gains

from trade, although the low end of the confidence interval is slightly below zero. Note that this does

not mean that the gains from trade will be negative; rather, it means that Cuba will trade slightly less

on the low end of the world parameterized gravity model than it does now. There is no confidence

interval for the synthetic control because this concept is not well-defined in the literature, although

there was one recent attempt to tackle this problem [31].

4.3 Discussion

As mentioned earlier, current economic analysis of embargoes fails to capture long-run impacts of

new technology on productivity development, especially if those effects are small but compounded

over time. This is an advantage of the synthetic control method, which can be trained to measure the

impact of the embargo onGDP per capita, and hence productivity. One should not interpret a gap of

$5,000 GDP per capita as one would a static equivalent variation calculation, i.e., that if the embargo

were lifted this year Cuba’s GDP per capita would be $5,000 higher due to lower prices. Rather, it
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Table 4.1: Lost US Trade with Cuba (2006, millions USD)

Exports Imports Net export Net import

Actual 347.7 0.2 n/a n/a

Synthetic control, GDP 2, 711.9129 2, 175.0984 2, 364.2129 2, 174.8984

Gravity, world 6, 172.757 1, 477.054 5, 825.057 1,476.854

Gravity, Latin America 16, 966.41 1, 579.554 16, 618.71 1, 579.354

Total lost trade with Cuba. ”Net” indicates difference between estimated trade and
actual trade in 2006. Synthetic control trade estimates calculated by applying syn-
thetic weights from (3) in Table B.3. Gravity trade estimates calculated by applying
coefficients from (2) in Tables B.5 and B.6 to United States-Cuba pair data.

should be interpreted as a statement of the embargo’s long-term development impact. The use of 1961

as the final year for the treatment period is an ambiguous one given that some pre-embargo policy was

in place during that year. The inclusion of 1961 reflects the fact that the formal embargo began around

the end of 1961 and an interest in increasing the number of samples in the pretreatment period. In

either case, the weights are robust to this choice.

Also worth discussion is the significant lost trade to the United States. Table 4.1 summarizes the

lost trade to the United States using various estimates. The trade is not large in the context of the

multi-trillion-dollar American economy, but it is certainly not insignificant. For example, the Amer-

ican Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 ultimately capitalized its job training program at $3.2

billion dollars. In contrast, trade with Cuba, depending on the specification used, would have been

equivalent to 1.4-5.8 Recovery Act job training programs in 2006. Today, that number would prob-

ably be larger. Of course, these estimates contain some optimism. Cuba’s biggest obstacle in hitting
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these export numbers is almost certainly its lack of foreign reserves; after being shut out of foreign

exchange markets for nearly 60 years, Cuba has very little currency with which to finance these theo-

retical purchases. It is possible that Cuba’s development will suddenly expand rapidly, as Taiwan’s did

in the 1970s and 1980s, and make up the shortfall. It is also possible that Cuba will be able to acquire

financing easily from its current trade partners as a way to make up for lost trade. Spain and Canada,

for example, are rich countries that stand to lose billions of dollars of trade a year onceAmerican goods

become legal substitutes for their goods. However, they also have billions of dollars in foreign reserves

that they would be able to lend to Cuba for a nominal fee.

The gravity models produce very different estimates of Cuba’s trade flows depending on whether

they are parameterized on data from theworld or fromLatinAmerica only. The difference is driven by

the Latin American parameterization better capturing the unique features of Latin American trade,

specifically high American and regional trade. The difference in regression output can be seen by

comparing Tables B.5 and B.6. The Latin America gravity model has much larger coefficients for vari-

ables that reflect cultural similarity, like a shared colonial history and being signatories of a common

regional trade agreement. On the other hand, more continuous data like distance and population be-

come smaller. As a result, trade with other Latin American countries and the United States, which

are part of a pan-American trade agreement and several regional associations like OLAS, are estimated

to have a larger amount of trade with each other than the full world paramaterization suggests. This

is especially key for accurately predicting Cuba’s counterfactual trade, which would not share many

of these features with its current trading partners, like Spain and the Netherlands. Considering the

outsize footprint of American trade in Latin American economies, it is reasonable to think that the

same effect would manifest itself in Cuba absent the embargo, as their internal documents claim.

The pure gains from trade from ending the embargo are all positive, but some estimates are more
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convincing than others. The synthetic control model’s trade share estimate suffers from the outsize

impact of Panama. Although Panama really is qualitatively the Latin American country most like

Cuba in the pretreatment period, which is reflected in its consistently strong weight in the synthetic

control, Panama’s Canal Zone vastly inflates its trade volume relative to its neighbors. The Panama-

excluded sample suffers from the unusually high trade share of Costa Rica and the CAFTA free trade

zone. Generally, trade shares generated by the synthetic control generates estimates that are probably

too high to be accurate predictions, at least for Cuba today. It would be optimal to include inter-

nal trade shares as a covariate for fitting the synthetic control, but that data simply does not exist in

the pretreatment period. Hence, the synthetic internal trade shares are inflated.7 The gravity models

generally fit the trade data well. However, the gravity model paramaterized on Latin America repro-

duces the insular nature of Latin American trade better than a full-world parameterization. Hence,

the most convincing of all the pure trade estimates is the Latin American gravity model. Within the

gravity model, Cuba’s elasticity of substitution is likely to be low. Consequently, the most likely range

for Cuba’s 2006 pure trade losses is 9%-11%.

Cuba’s welfare loss from the embargo is truly substantial but still far lower than even Cuba’s lowest

estimate. Interestingly, the loss in GDP per capita is much higher than most estimates of the gains of

trade. In fact, the pure gains from trade are almost always less than half the estimated development

gains, suggesting that the development impact of the embargo is a significant component of the wel-

fare loss. The development gains from trade, in addition to being larger than pure gains from trade,

are large and, as noted above, encouragingly robust. For nearly every specification of the available data,

Cuba’s GDP is significantly underdeveloped, and the embargo has a large, statistically significant neg-

ative effect on the economy. However, this exercise suffers greatly from a lack of data. Furthermore,

7Nonetheless, it is interesting that the synthetic control puts most of the weight on high trade, high human
capital service economies, suggesting that absent the embargo Cuba might have developed not into a Bahamas-
style tourist trap but into a Panama-style upper middle income country.
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there is always a risk of data malfeasance with self-reported figures from despotic regimes like Cuba.

Indeed, the secrecy of Cuba’s government sharply limits the ability of economists to perform welfare

analysis. 8 However, Cuba is not just limited by secrecy— its poverty also limits the type of data it can

feasibly collect, compounding the effect of its opacity. And, perhaps, that poverty is itself evidence of

the lasting, harmful impact of the embargo.

8It is not clear what data Cuba even has. For example, in the early days of the Castro regime, Cuba eschewed
prices for fear of endorsing capitalism. When Wassily Leontief won the Nobel Prize, Fidel is rumored to have
given him Cuba’s 1966 input-output table as a gift. Given the disorder of the early years, it is possible that they
do not even have input-output tables for the earlier years.
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That suspension w made in the Cold War, in the lan-

guage of the Cold War. What we have done here to fix

a historic error.

Fander Falconi, Ecuadorian Foreign Minister, on the

Organization of American States’ 2009 Decision to

Readmit Cuba as a Member State

5
Conclusion

Altogether, there are several limitations of the Cuban data. Several historical

data series simply do not exist, such as import data prior to 1965 and energy consump-

tion data prior to 1971. For the synthetic control, the dearth of data in the pretreatment

period means that the control is not fit with many useful covariates, like miles of railroads or energy

consumption. Furthermore, the data are generated by different actors andmethods. Some data comes

from national government surveys, but some come from NGOs or researchers. Some historical data
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is back-estimated. This does not even begin to touch on the issue of data integrity. It is entirely plausi-

ble that Cuba has tampered with its data, sullying the analysis.1 The results of this paper, however, are

statistically significant and robust. Although Cuba’s peers have histories of weak institutions, they do

not generally have histories of autocrats manipulating data to improve their domestic image, making

it less likely that these results are spurious. When Cuba opens up to the world for trade, hopefully it

will do so for historical datasets as well. If it does, therewill bemuch research to be done on this special

event in history.

For future researchers, Cuba’s economy is divided in a way that, once it opens up, could be a fruit-

ful area of research. There are two official currencies in Cuba. The Cuban Peso (CUP) is the standard

currency used for internal trade. TheCubanConvertible Peso (CUC), fixed at 1:25 against CUP and 1:1

against USD, is used for all external transactions and some internal transactions. All non-Cuban gov-

ernment owned transactions are conducted in CUCs, including the somewhat free bazaars, and the

mostly free international ports, and some Cubans are paid in CUCs.2 One could construct a Kaldor-

Hicks representative consumer by looking at CUC and CUP zones; CUP exists in relative autarky.

Unfortunately, Cuba did not make such data available for this project, but this is worth noting for

future researchers who may someday get access to that data. The selection of CUP and CUC zones is

endogenous, but the placement of particular CUP or CUC retailers within a city like Havana is not.

Consequently, such a study would have to be conducted at the firm level.

There is also room to improve the theory of trade and development. As described above, existing

1Indeed, there are years where the World Bank simply excludes Cuban data. One World Bank economist
confided that this was due to reliability concerns.

2The term ”free”, refers to freedom in pricing. In practice, it is almost certainly not totally free because the
government strictly enforces a sales licensing regime. There is also a robust black market — Cuba’s so-called
”second economy” [63] — but this is much tougher to collect data on. The locations of black markets are also
endogenous.
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trade models do not consider trade as a possible input into a production function, meaning that the

gains from trade come purely from potential access to cheaper goods and in-country specialization.

Trade embargoes are most likely bad for the economies of their targets — target countries probably

wouldn’t protest embargoes so vehemently if they weren’t painful. And there is some intuition to

suggest that the development effects of short-term embargoes are small or nonexistent. But long-term

isolated countries like Cuba and North Korea are clearly underdeveloped. Perhaps the effect is expo-

nential, a claim which is empirically testable. Given that isolation is political in nature, it is possible

that the lost growth is endogenous to the policy choices that resulted in the international isolation in

the first place. But it is also possible that isolation in and of itself reduces growth. This is an empiri-

cally testable claim, but trade (and even economic growth) is meaningless without a welfare statistic,

and a welfare statistic requires a model. These stylized facts suggest that researchers should point their

models towards the impact of embargos on access or returns to capital, and should expect to find an

exponential impact of trade on development.

Cuba is trapped in another time, with more cars from the 1950s than the 2000s. Cubans have been

so isolated from the outside world that they have not heard of Bob Dylan or Metallica, nor are they

fully aware of some of the technological progress and cultural changes of the past half century. Cuba is

the type of place where someone can have surgery to remove a tumor but not be able to use their voice

box for four years because they could not import the necessary batteries. There are several internal

hurdles to lifting the embargo, like American claims on seized property in Cuba and Cuban demands

for restitution for the embargo. But the embargo’s continued political use is questionable and it is

economically costly for both sides, leading one to believe that the current negotiations are likely to be

successful in the next few years.

And although Cuba will never be like China, it still represents a manufacturing opportunity for
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the United States. Several Southern states are very close to Cuba. Key West, Florida, for example,

is 110 miles from Havana, which is so close to the Florida coast that it is visible from the beaches.

For many manufactured goods, shipping and insurance can be more than half of the marginal cost

of the good. Given the low wages in Cuba, it could be feasible for processed agricultural goods to

be manufactured in Cuba and shipped to the United States and for low-end consumer goods to be

manufactured in someSouthern states and sold toCuba at a cost advantage overmanufacturing inEast

Asian factory countries like Bangladesh, China, andVietnam. This is highly speculative, of course, but

over the course of a decade Cubanmanufacturing could provide jobs and income to theUnited States

in addition to the estimated trade it will bring once it throws off the shackles of the past half century.

Once this occurs, it will be a boost to American credibility in Latin America, a new dawn for Cuba’s

economy, and a boon to consumers on both sides of the Strait of Florida.
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Figure A.1: Timeline of Major American-Cuban Embargo Events

1957

2014

Cuban revolution begins

Cuban revolution ends
1959

Embargo begins; Cuba expelled from O.A.S.
1961

Bay of Pigs; Cuba formally aligns with Soviet Union

1962

U.S. begins requiring export licenses for non-critical items

1964

Cuban Readjustment Act Passed

1966

O.A.S. lifts blanket sanctions against Cuba

1970

Resumption of American travel (with license)
1977

U.S. passes Export Administration Act, tightening embargo

1979

Soviet Union collapses

1989
Cuban “special period” begins

1990 Cuban Democracy Act passed
1992

Cuban “special period” ends, GDP having shrunk by a third1993

Helms-Burton Act Passed

1994

E.U.-U.S. Understanding reached, increasing Cuban-European trade
1998

President Clinton authorizes food exports for individual consumption

1999

Cuba reaches accord to trade doctors for Venezuelan oil

2000

Raúl Castro becomes President of Cuba
2008

Alan Gross, American, is arrested in Cuba and accused of espionage,
sparking a major diplomatic crisis; Cuba readmitted to O.A.S.

2009

Obama détente begins
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Figure A.2: Several Development Indicators, Cuba vs Peers (smoothed)
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Figure A.3: Agriculture in 2015’s Economy, Cuba vs Peers
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Figure A.4: Gaps, Treated - Synthe c Cuba
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The GDP per capita data in Figure 4.1 for actual Cuba minus the data for synthe c Cuba from 1950-2007. The line
indicates the beginning of the embargo.
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Figure A.5: Synthe c Nicaragua vs Actual Nicaragua, GDP per capita
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A placebo table comparing Nicaragua to La n America, including Cuba, from 1950-2007, with the same covariates
as Cuba in Figure 4.1. Nicaragua began violent revolu on in 1978 and was under American embargo 1980-1985.
There is a significant drop during the embargo period, as well as just before due to the Sandanista revolu on. The
lines indicate the start and end of the American-Nicaraguan embargo.
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Figure A.6: Gaps, Treated - Synthe c Cuba, Excluding Panama
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The GDP per capita gaps for the synthe c control trained when Panama is excluded from the sample. Note that the
gaps are actually more nega ve in later years than when Panama is included in the sample. The line indicates the
beginning of the embargo.
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Figure A.7: Es mated Benefits of Li ing Trade, with Confidence Intervals
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Table B.1: Historical Comparisons for Cuba

Year

1958 1961 2015

GDP per capita rank (Latin America) 4 8 8

Imports with US 553,000,000.00 14,000,000.00 395,570,605.10

US trade rank 7 103 121

Trade rank US (exports) 1 1 8

Life expectancy 64.68 66.65 78.55

Primary education N/A 3.56 5.41

Secondary education N/A 0.37 4.10

Urban population N/A 58.9 76.32

Arable land N/A 1,450,000.00 3,202,000.00

A historical comparison of Cuba to its Latin American peers at the start of the data series, the
first year of the embargo’s implementation, and the latest year with data. The measures indi-
cate involvement with the United States, overall wealth levels, trade integration, human capital
levels, and development.
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Table B.2: GDP per capita Synthe c Control Covariates, Cuba

Cuba Synthetic Cuba Sample Mean

US imports per capita 69, 253.330 18, 910.740 19, 521.270

US exports per capita 68, 811.530 66, 643.930 23, 308.330

Life expectancy 63.106 59.007 52.883

Population 6, 452.292 1, 742.901 2, 165.631

Urban population 57.748 37.511 30.271

Land 107, 400 124, 407.100 179, 609.200

Polity IV −4.167 1.991 −1.551

Mean covariate values for the synthetic control used in the analyses below
for Cuba. The pretreatment period is 1950-1961. The sample moment used
for fitting is the mean. Arable land and human capital measures are ex-
cluded due to small sample size in the pretreatment period. The sample
mean is the mean of the covariates across Latin America, including Cuba.
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Table B.3: Weights from GDP per capita Synthe c Control

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Bolivia 2.46 × 10−6 5.29 × 10−9 4.74× 10−8 1.72 × 10−8

Costa Rica 1.20 × 10−2 5.71 × 10−6 1.51 × 10−2 7.45 × 10−1

Dominican Republic 6.28 × 10−6 1.22 × 10−6 7.63 × 10−4 2.54 × 10−1

Ecuador 5.80 × 10−8 2.47 × 10−1 2.35 × 10−1 1.72 × 10−8

El Salvador 9.08 × 10−6 3.73 × 10−6 1.71 × 10−5 2.72 × 10−8

Guatemala 1.23 × 10−6 5.94 × 10−7 6.26× 10−6 7.69 × 10−7

Haiti 2.44 × 10−6 2.55 × 10−7 4.78 × 10−6 1.68 × 10−8

Honduras 5.40 × 10−6 2.39 × 10−7 8.12 × 10−6 1.34 × 10−8

Jamaica 1.18 × 10−5 1.11 × 10−6 2.99 × 10−5 5.34× 10−9

Nicaragua 5.12× 10−6 5.89 × 10−7 7.40 × 10−6 1.22 × 10−8

Panama 7.54 × 10−1 7.53× 10−1 7.49 × 10−1 n/a

Paraguay 3.89 × 10−6 4.78 × 107 4.42 × 10−6 3.01 × 10−9

Trinidad and Tobago 8.82 × 10−5 3.88 × 10−7 1.25 × 10−4 7.06 × 10−9

Specification 1 includes US imports per capita, US exports per capita, life expectancy, land, and pop-
ulation. Specification 2 includes urbanization. Specification 3 is the same as specification 2 but in-
cludes Polity IV. Specification 4 is the same as Specification 3, but excludes Panama from the sample
and excludes land. The results in Tables 4.1, B.3, and B.4 all use Specification 3.
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Table B.4: Regressions, GDP per capita Synthe c Control

GDP per capita

(1) (2) (3)

Embargo −1, 494.028∗∗∗ -658.377
(368.854) (709.265)

US imports per capita 0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)

US exports per capita 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)

Life expectancy 40.459∗∗∗ -31.525 -23.337
(10.547) (25.513) (19.208)

Population 0.136∗∗∗ 0.229∗∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.051) (0.040)

Urban population −103.603∗∗∗ −105.244∗∗∗ −72.082∗∗∗
(5.340) (12.823) (10.183)

Conflict −236.742∗∗∗ −258.435∗∗∗ -125.637
(58.201) (98.035) (75.881)

Soviet support 327.447 359.784 -376.819
(334.152) (569.903) (344.282)

Primary education 944.252∗∗∗ 542.524∗∗∗
(179.504) (140.070)

Secondary education 21.096 -53.067
(238.847) (180.247)

Tertiary education 3, 369.855∗∗∗ 2, 767.824∗∗∗
(1,113.007) (829.354)

Polity IV 12.471 -26.577 −33.991∗∗
(10.286) (19.412) (14.724)

Constant 51.175 51.205 38.970
(61.100) (105.184) (77.132)

Observations 658 140 140
R2 0.453 0.695 0.827

Adjusted R2 0.447 0.666 0.809
Residual Std. Error 1,404.432 (df = 649) 1,103.452 (df = 127) 834.143 (df = 126)

F Statistic 67.278∗∗∗ (df = 8; 649) 24.105∗∗∗ (df = 12; 127) 46.340∗∗∗ (df = 13; 126)

Regression of treated - synthetic covariates and indicator variables on synthetic gaps in GDP per
capita. For indicators, a negative coefficient indicates a negative treatment effect. For nonindicators,
a negative coefficient indicates an inverse treatment effect. Conflict, Soviet support, and embargo
are indicator variables. Land and arable land are excluded from the table because the effects are sta-
tistically significant at the .05 and .01 level at almost or exactly 0.00, depending on the specification.
†Significance levels: ∗∗∗ = .01, ∗∗ = .05, ∗=.1.
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Table B.5: Regressions, Gravity model, world

ln Trade flows

(1) (2)

ln GDP, importer 0.952∗∗∗ 0.914∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.012)

ln GDP, exporter 1.305∗∗∗ 1.260∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.013)

Contiguous borders 1.288∗∗∗ 1.163∗∗∗
(0.126) (0.126)

Common official language 1.187∗∗∗ 1.105∗∗∗
(0.054) (0.055)

ln Distance −1.352∗∗∗ −1.194∗∗∗
(0.025) (0.030)

ln Population, importer −0.104∗∗∗ −0.071∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.015)

ln Population, exporter −0.041∗∗∗ -0.012
(0.015) (0.015)

Shared colonial history 0.686∗∗∗
(0.138)

Common regional trade association 0.784∗∗∗
(0.071)

GATT member, importer 0.313∗∗∗
(0.055)

GATT member, exporter 0.153∗∗∗
(0.054)

Constant −11.120∗∗∗ −12.233∗∗∗
(0.269) (0.286)

Observations 17,044 17,044
R2 0.643 0.647

Adjusted R2 0.643 0.647
Residual Std. Error 2.460 (df = 17036) 2.445 (df = 17032)

F Statistic 4,387.355∗∗∗ (df = 7; 17036) 2,843.107∗∗∗ (df = 11; 17032)

Regression of log variables and indicator variables on log trade flows. Parameterized on 17,044
country-pairs of 224 trading territories. (1) is a ”pure” estimate using only intracountry infor-
mation. (2) Includes intercountry indicators like regional trade agreements.
†Significance levels: ∗∗∗ = .01, ∗∗ = .05, ∗ = .1.
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Table B.6: Regressions, Gravity model, La n America

ln Trade flows

(1) (2)

ln GDP, importer 1.161∗∗∗ 1.138∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.045)

ln GDP, exporter 1.521∗∗∗ 1.500∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.045)

Contiguous borders 1.242∗∗∗ 0.691
(0.456) (0.463)

Common official language 0.996∗∗∗ 0.816∗∗∗
(0.179) (0.185)

ln Distance −1.611∗∗∗ −1.344∗∗∗
(0.094) (0.101)

ln Population, importer −0.178∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗
(0.057) (0.056)

ln Population, exporter −0.257∗∗∗ −0.256∗∗∗
(0.056) (0.056)

Shared colonial history 0.184
(0.509)

Common regional trade association 1.796∗∗∗
(0.297)

GATT member, importer 0.541∗∗
(0.233)

GATT member, exporter 0.447∗
(0.251)

Constant −12.669∗∗∗ −15.586∗∗∗
(0.999) (1.104)

Observations 2,021 2,021
R2 0.592 0.601

Adjusted R2 0.591 0.599
Residual Std. Error 2.496 (df = 2013) 2.472 (df = 2009)

F Statistic 417.265∗∗∗ (df = 7; 2013) 274.817∗∗∗ (df = 11; 2009)

Regression of log variables and indicator variables on log trade flows. Parameterized on
2,021 country-pairs of countries in Table B.3. (1) is a “pure” estimate using only intracoun-
try information. (2) Includes intercountry indicators like regional trade agreements.
†Significance levels: ∗∗∗ = .01, ∗∗ = .05, ∗ = .1.
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Table B.7: Datasets

Source Years Used

GDP per capita (USD) Angus Maddison Dataset 1950-2007

Population (people) Angus Maddison Dataset 1950-2007

Life expectancy (years) Angus Maddison Dataset 1950-2007

US imports/exports (USD) IMF Direction of Trade 1950-2007

Urban population (% pop) World Bank Development Indicators 1960-2007

Urban population (% pop) United Nations 1950, 1955

Education (Avg years attained) Barro and Lee 1950-2007 (5 year)

Land (sq km) World Bank Development Indicators 1950-2007

Arable land (hectares) World Bank Development Indicators 1950-2007

Polity IV Center for Systemic Peace 1950-2007

Conflict Center for Systemic Peace 1950-2007

Country-pair distance (mi) CEPII Gravity Dataset 2006

Gravity indicators CEPII Gravity Dataset 2006

Country-pair trade (USD) CEPII Gravity Dataset 2006
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